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J-Day 2017

I'd like to thank Braydon and Victoria for letting me have a full day to workshop. You guys 
really have no idea how much of a kid in a candy store this makes me, and for that I thank you. 

So before I get all wallow-y, I'd like to thank Professor Wycoff, of course, for having the 
patience to deal with me. It takes a lot out of someone, I know. 

Secondly, for everyone who's critiqued me (that means everybody, come the 30th), also thank 
you for putting up with me. Every piece of input has been invaluable and still I wait for a worthy 
opponent to make me cry. Not today, friends. Not today. (Orb reference)

But lastly, I'd just like to take a moment to say I haven't had a better group of people to jab at 
and trade blows with when it comes to workshopping. I hope you all continue writing. Keep the flames 
stoked, whatever it takes. I constantly jump into whatever lines of fire I can in order to get something 
creative out of it. By making elaborate packets like this, more than anything I also hope to inspire 
something in you lot while also being critiqued. Take an idea. Steal it. Make it yours. Whatever it takes.
Don't stop making. Ever. Someone tells you something you make is horrible? Screw them. Not literally,
that wouldn't make for a good reputation builder. But who needs them? Take the good, forget the bad, 
construct and don't destruct. Save and never erase. There will always be value in something you make. 
Even if that value is only seen by you, that is all you need. Be proud of it. Be proud to be you, and be 
proud of what you make. You're seven billion atoms that came about as an anomaly, one way or 
another. And you know what? That's pretty fucking cool. So if the seven billion atoms that is you can 
make any damn thing, that's already exponentially fucking cooler than just being here. You prove your 
worth by doing what you do. Enjoy it. Some people don't get to recognize their talents until much later.

H.P. Lovecraft was a racist, very passive aggressive, and during his life never got published in 
anything more than a pulp magazine. 

Hunter S. Thompson was an avid writer in high school, even being offered to be part of a 
national organization in recognition of his capabilities. Afterwards, he did away with that by 
committing multiple crimes, serving jail time, and eventually committing armed robbery.

Anthony Burgess submitted “A Clockwork Orange” to the Rolling Stone magazine while 
Thompson actually served as an editor some time in the 70's. Thompson rejected the manuscript with a 
scathing letter about how Burgess was “a lazy cocksucker” for submitting such a thing. 

Edgar Allen Poe was also a man who served in wartime, and he pushed his publications while 
he was in the military in the 1840's. He wouldn't enjoy much fame during his lifetime, either.

J.K. Rowling published the first Harry Potter novel when she was 30, after famously being 
rejected many many times. 

Stephen King trashed the original manuscript for “Carrie”. His wife dug it out of the bin.

Believe in the deepest part of you that has an ego and feed it. You can do it.
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Questions for Criticism

1. Let's go straight for the throat. Where's the Gordon Ramsay 'this soup is dry' disappointment for
you? Tell me what sucks, and don't stop until you don't have tunnel vision anymore.

2. KETAMINE is a poem that is nearly 6 months in the works, yet I feel it is something that needs 
much spicing up. What would you suggest to make the content clearer, or make the poem itself 
more interesting? A specific form? Something like that? What would you do if it were yours?

3. Is the lineation on Shto36u3 too strange? In terms of it being a fighting poem, what do you 
think of the actual action? (Also, did you look up the title? The lineation is meant to correspond 
to the beat of a song)

4. Kick the Hornet's Nest was a real one-off, meant to capture an absolutely chaotic scene, but it 
still feels too tame. Would I go overboard if I made it a little longer and more involved? Perhaps
even a little grittier?

5. Deathw7sh II seems a little confusing to me, even though I wrote it. What is your interpretation 
of the scene? Is the wording too dense?

6. (Miscellaneous comments/leaving this open like a bingo free space)
7. What absolutely needs improvement or deserves extra attention?
8. Pick your favorite(s), and tell me why they are. What sets it (them) apart from the others?
9. Best part/worst part?
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Alchemy

Every time I see you
You're so electrifying
All the things you say
Are so mesmerizing

Siphon the words
Right out of my mouth
Like a bubbling stream
Of gasoline

Alchemy

With every exhaust you
Bring these thoughts to me

Burning up an engine
Get my heart to beat

Fuelling my movements
Like a drum you beat

Magic in your palm
You have the master key

V10 
Alchemy

Crank the lever
And shift into gear

On the radio is still 
Dark synthony

Black matter pistons

Kicking energy

Steer me where we're going
And I'll follow your

Alchemy

From your books of occult
You draw runes and liberate
Though you have this magic
I still trust you

You're such a vision
Got the black book wisdom
And I'm your conduit
I still trust you

And your
Alchemy

Every thing you say 
Is just gasoline

Every look you give me
Is so tempting

Burning up an engine
Get my heart to beat

Magic in your palm
You've got the

Alchemy
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Realization Radiation

Anyone would lose
To you

So many songs
About the one
That got away
And you know,

You're that 
For me

Years
Seconds
Mere moments
Can explode

That energy you once
Gave me
Lays waste to a 
Nuclear plant

And out of its tank
It radiates everything 

Cyanide tastes like
Pepper on a meal
With meat cured by
Half lives

Like I could never
Bring myself to
Ask you out again

But I do

I much want to be
Crazy in love
And carefree
As can possibly be

But how realistic
These thoughts
Are

Is something I can't see

Who dares wins when
You get up and
Say
Something

"Hey
Would you like
To get
Together sometime?"

Like my addiction hasn't
Taken pages and pen ink
Enough already
But I wish to taste the

Mental spice
Cyanide
Between my lips
And see what fits

And ships

Fuck

What am I even
Doing?

These words I spin
You'll never read
Like I'm locked
In a tower

And can see the land
From my
Vantage I can't singe
More sheets of paper
With a friction hot
Pen nib

I take a seat
At my desk and 

Write something fresh
That you won't ever see

Did I think
These words would
Make you think about
Seeing how I see you now?

I don't 
Even know anymore
What I get out of writing
Things like this

But I can and I do
Maybe this is something you
Will see one day
And make you think of me

Realization radiation
Fallout from a breakup
Now half a life ago
And now I think I know

That once again a wave
Has hit
And you're something
I want again

It's bad to say
Like I haven't seen
That thinking things
Like this doesn't do shit

Yet here I write
In the vague hope
That someone will read this
And at least fucking know

Anyone would lose
To you
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KETAMINE

Dark khaki
Crumbling
Ketamine
Toffee

Hue cycling
Heat mapping
Lightheadedness

People talking
Up to its
Effects

Small
Perfect cube
Melting
In my mouth

Tasteless

Don't remember
What the
Others said

Khaki, crumbling
Ketamine toffee
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Deathw7sh II

Untread roads of roots
Where the weight of the bark
Makes the tree trunks bow

Lashed up leaves
Tied to never fall

Branches picked apart
Yet there's no autumn

This copse costs lots
To keep protected

Every little stem
To keep tied and connected

Impacting 
Infrareds
In 
Infinite
Icy
Idyll
Ivy

Red dead diamonds
In the forest of forever fall

They wish for suicide
But can't tell they're
All on cyanide

By the twine that binds
Their veins still to twigs

Long after they're dead
They're admired and
Inspiring

It costs so much
For this upkeep
For these leaves who
Have no more left

To weep

Hot bloody cuts
Of precious stone
Sticks from sticks

Rock and wood
Had always wished they could
Form a strength any like this

Rubber twine's
Time to shine
As xylem bonds bark
And stones so fine

Stiff leaves
Soft trees
Bloody diamonds
And birch kiss

Their deathwish
Immortalized as this

Impacting
Infrareds
In
Infinite
Icy
Idyll
Ivy
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Hard Tea

Liquor
Amber
Gin
Give me 
Whiskey and
Taquila
Sweet rum
Distilled vodka
Triple sec
And citrus mixer

Sweet tea of spirits
Don't trust myself to walk
But I feel it

A loosey goosey
Hypotenusey
Support distilled away

Every sip so strong
Lingers so long
Prohibish
Diabolical

Sun brewed
Cold

Chilled
Premixed

Sweet and burning

Like rocket candy
On the rocks

Never to dwindle 
Or decay

But to fuse
As devilish fuel
One with the brain

Swirling
Mesmerizing
Numbing 
Body
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Shto36u3

Hot 
shot Shin
y 
new Cen
tu
rion
Up
on the 
bat
tle field

Pris
tine gleam
ing
Gladi
us 
and mask 
Fro
zen for
ev
er in 
dis
may As 

he 
looks with 
Con
tempt At 
me 
And my 
Old
er ways 

He 
will kick 
and 
punch With 
steel 
glove Stab
bing 

with sword
To 
quickly 
kill 
me I 

e
vade and 
block
And laugh 
the 
same As 
when 
any blade 
Strikes 
my ar
mor 
plate "Come 

on!" 
I say
To 
inti
mi
date And 
urge 
him to 
swing
So that 
I 
may par
ry

"Ad mor
tem 
ini
mi
cus!" As 
he 
stumbles 

back
Not ex
pect
ing to 
be
Now un
der at
tack And 

with 
a might
y
Pole axe
I 
rear o
ver
head And 
smash 
his hel
met

He's daz
ed
I hit 
and 
push for
ward
I shove 
and 
manhan
dle
Ax blade 
and 
spike han
dle
With strength 
I 
Command 
and 
Now I 

de
mand Res

pect 
while he 
bleeds
Frightened 
and wind
ed
I hope 
now 
that he 
sees
It is 
the 
law that 
I 
bring As 

I 
impale 
him 
and he
Ri
ses and 
writhes
Now he 
will 
recog
nize
As I 
yell 
in re
prise

"I am 
the 
lawbring
er"

And the 
once 
cocksure
Cen
turion
Has 
been dis
posed 
of And 
lands 
hard on

Scuff
ed ground
Swathed 
with his 
life 
Having 
gam
bled his 
life 
And hav
ing 
been shut 
down

Now he 
knows 
my mon
iker
For I

Am 
the law
bring
er
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Geosmin

Drenched
Earthen heat
Soil cracked dry

Showers upon asphalt
Seared raindrops

Partly cloudy
Arid breezy
Chill

Fading and oscillating
Light as the sun
Vanishes and reappears
In the sky
Again and again
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Raptors

A wander
A desert
A lightless sky
A blackened kind
Of night a crime
For void to shine

Glittery grey grains
In wind to wind
Up dunes so fine
Sandstorms to blot
The suns and blind

Million million summers
Verdant vermillion
Visions familiar
A spiriter smother
Intyranny covered
Mysterious phaser

A dithering withering
Force of nature
Campy grindhouse
Abstract creature
Shimmering beat
Of wilderness
On outskirts fierce

Million million
Cyptoverse
Summers

Greed 
Is 
Good
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Ides of May

Feels like a fog.
A haze
Of death
And decay

Hanging off the 
Ground
And lingering like
A reaper

Over corpses of
Metal;
Other dead
Crusaders.

I want to join them
And leave this
Dreary, macabre
Battlefield;

To be able to choose
Between two flags
Of old
And new.

I don't want to polish
My armor every morning
And sheath a sword
Every night.

I'm too young
To feel so
Weathered, none
For the better,

And while these
Dents and punctures 
Occurred, I've still
Stood right here.

Armor all but gone.
I've been worn down
And I can't keep count
Of the scars I've found.

Now the proxy
Was alone
With beaten armor
And bloodied sword.

Yet I would die
With honor,
And not by
My own hand.

My best friend is right:
Rope is cheap.
But he died in the fight
Weeks ago.

So there I wait
For a worthy 
Opponent to
Challenge me,

Because

The Ides of May
Have come to slay.
And maybe, just maybe,
The end is today.
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Fireballing the Goldfish

He wasn't doing 
Very well

In his tiny little fish bowl
Living longer than we
All expected

Sinking towards the bottom
Yet putting up a fight
And eating his
Fish flake food

What a boring life
What a tragic strife
To never have challenge
And to die a captive

Wonder wonder wonder
How a fish might take
An upper
Or a downer

Let's put a shot of whiskey
In his bowl 

See what that does
For his aching soul

Filtering through his gills
A shock, to be sure,
To his tiny little frills
To make him breathe alcohol

Whiskey in his tank
To make the goldfish 
Drunk for the rest of his
Life
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Doberman Pinschers

Clomping down the stairs
Before you even see them
Turn the key and 
Open the door

Wagging little nubs of tails
Sweet faces
So excited to see you home
With orangey-brown beards
And bellies on slim
Black bodies of short fur

As they trot around 
Grumbling and yawning
With floppy ears
And bright hazel eyes

Excited to see you home
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Run

He's right 
Behind you

Keep sprinting
Jump over those tree roots

Push through the grime
Don't fall and keep fighting

He's got machete in hand
And he stalks you slowly

Break through the woods
Meet the ground with your foot

One after another
He slashes and stabs closer

Run run run
If you stop he will come

Darkness blinds you
And yet you must run

Try and dodge the rocks
And jump over boulders

Tomorrow's not another day
As long as you don't know the way

Run run run
If you stop he will come

Sinister trickster
Blood on his blade

Moon hangs low
Your world is cold

Stars are the only light
That reaches the branches

Won't stop don't stop
He'll catch you and kill you

Your insides will mix
With those of your friends

Don't comply
If you stop you will die

Run run run
If you stop you'll be done
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Kick the Hornet's Nest

Set ablaze 
A weed farm
With a flamethrower
Cough your way 
Through the haze
And blast speakers
Shouting our waves

Away it blaze the fire
Make it burn them

We will fuck you up
No need to stop
Or pause the music
To refuel

Our joints and buds
Are that much more
Cruel

Machete in hand
Cut down the land
Slash and burn

Crops rolled by fingers
In lips they linger

Away it blaze the fire
Make it burn them

Deliver them gold
Drench in napalm
Corrupt the soul
Of synthetic control

Making the way 
Through the fields
Gods of the forge
Men of perdition
Can't think of a thing
Through this vision
But to keep up the yield
Carry the mission

Away it blaze the fire
Make it burn them

This vibe we wield
So confident
Music steps up
To be so bold

We will fuck you up
No need to stop
Or pause the music
To refuel

Away it blaze the fire
Make it burn them
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Quarryan

Seeds sprinkled
Upon crushed
Toppled
Marble columns

Like a rash,
Mossy saplings
Have
Spread, and a plant

Quarry an

Immense ruin
Finer than
Vines sent to
Reclaim the land

Once grand
A temple stone silver
Quarry and
Now an arcane figure

With an
Infinite lifespan
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Fractal Violin

Antique wood scalds
And electrons scorch
Rivers as its conduit
Chars a trail 
Of least resistance
Right through it

Its scents absorbed 
From ages past
Release with the burn
And soaking water casts

A path in fire
As the sparks dash
Decor in destruction
Fractals in ash
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“They say to quote somebody you're an authority on. So fuck it, I'm gonna quote myself.”

- Jake Thomas Shaw, May 2016
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